Reykjavik Congress September 2017
Concept Goal- Mean-Outcome

Agenda:
1. Discussion about Porto Outcomes/Organization.
Nina and Joost and Anne: a lot of material 
2. Elaborating and creating a plan for next year and until Seminar Denmark.
a. Start the planning for Denmark seminar (according to the last document Joost
send us concerning the means – “Several ENPHE seminars (and conferences) can be
used, but I would like to suggest to use a period of max 3 years ( 3 seminars, 3 conferences).
For this oversight, we reduce the means to the Porto seminar.”)

-

-

-

ENPHE GOALS FOR WORKING GROUPS:
how each group can support facilitating learning; the results of each group
should be available and visible  groups must work better together; having a
proper goal/objective and structure for the work
the results must be available for all ENPHE members  students and
teachers working more together and all the work need to be visible on the web
page or?
each executive board member should be participating one working group
b. Nina, Anne, Joost: based on the made material (Porto) they will do an
ENPHE educational/didactical tool kit and a teacher profile (a draft)
c. Griselda and Maija: the 2nd step (3rd step ?) for the piloting will be done
 we need students and teachers to participate in it (known in
advanced  6 students and 3 teachers.
d. Antonio: how about if one person from each working group would
participate in building the platform – sharing thoughts?

3. Setting specific goals we are willing to achieve in the near future.
4. Budget plan presented in Porto.

5.

Working separately with different subgroups and/or sharing responsibilities
(Antonio, I think Maija and I would need your help concerning platform or at least to discuss some real
possibilities for the course).
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Schedule:
Wednesday Sep. 20th
As we had talk in Porto, it was a good idea for all of us to have a previous day every seminar and congress to work
together. Anyway, we don’t know flight times arrivals for each one of us, so, this is a first draft to be adjusted.

14.00 - 17.00
FoL core pre- meeting -> discussion about 1st to 3rd points of the agenda +
issues concerning Budget plan.
Getting to the points, sharing ideas, designing goals and outcomes for the
following year, specifically for Denmark seminar.
Thursday Sep. 21st
9.30 - 17.00
FoL group meetings
9:30 to 10 - Discuss about budget plan
10 to 12:30 - FoL WG goals and specific goals for Denmark  Friday
Presentation
12:30 to 13:30 - ENPHE goals
13:30 to 16 – Preparing Denmark materials
1. Griselda & Maija ->
2. Antonio ->
3. Nina & Joost (Anne) ->
16:30 to 17 FoL-core group meeting, consensus about day work

Outcomes:
•

Final specific outcomes for FoL and theme groups (as SMART as possible) and
general proceeding plan
o A guide to Denmark seminar.
o A plan (schedule + materials) to develop 2nd step of Clinical Reasoning
Course.
o A report concerning improvements in the platform.
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